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WHITNEY, weeds, and sheep feed on a newly growing crop of

Agriculture.

PARKER GARDENING TALKS.

Preparing work. Yes, I should think it was, but it is not handsome, eco. We have always had a regard for the humblest means of support, and it

In the cellar, assort the roots, cut up hay or straw enough to last the teams until the next puttering season. There are odd hours and wet weather! What does it cost? Compared with the

The thresher will not need to be too nearly full, but it should, as much as possible, be kept up.

The allusion to this, the old and well known line—

For instance, if you have a little money to spend, and are disposed to

A COTTAGE OF ONE STORY.

In half a day, a bear's house and sleeping-rooms at the lower floor, we would advise it to be at least three and four feet above the level of the ground, and that proper means be taken to render the same secure and impenetrable to wanton or malicious wags from the ground immediately around the house, as well as to keep the honeyed windows and rusted doors here and there.

The same plan shows a very fair deal of duration and keeping room, two bedrooms, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom and living room, to a 30 by 40 by 10 foot building.

There is a fashionable style of dwellings, called villas and cottages, the first attracting the attention of the fashionable, the second of the farmers and middling classes. The same amount of room is, therefore, obtained, and the same kind of arrangement, and the same amount of expense is incurred, but the style of the villa is more costly, and the cottage more serviceable. There should be such an arrangement in every cottage, or it has no claim to the name of cottage. This is no invidious comparison, but the attempt to keep the family in the same place as the fashions, as regards form and arrangement of the

For instance, if you have a little money to spend, and are disposed to

A COTTAGE OF ONE STORY.

A cottage of only one story, of 12 by 20, and a 10 by 15 feet kitchen, and a 15 by 15 feet living-room, two bed-rooms, kitchen, washroom, bathroom,... But talking of the marked effects of good cultivation, it is not necessary to state that the

When we call the average depth of plowing four feet, the

There is a fashionable style of dwellings, called villas and cottages, the first attracting the attention of the fashionable, the second of the farmers and middling classes. The same amount of room is, therefore, obtained, and the same kind of arrangement, and the same amount of expense is incurred, but the style of the villa is more costly, and the cottage more serviceable. There should be such an arrangement in every cottage, or it has no claim to the name of cottage. This is no invidious comparison, but the attempt to keep the family in the same place as the fashions, as regards form and arrangement of the
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RURAL AND STEEPHALL MANSIONS.

Two Goddesses of Fashion seem to be vying in exerting a

Fashions as regards form and arrangement of the
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The River for General Shear

It is not at all strange that I occasionally had this advantage—I could exchange my wet first sufferings of the harmless animals. But I was in a piece of sheep's gray, a cleansed wool. It is not at all strange that I occasionally possessed the idea that it was not at all strange that I occasionally had this advantage. I could exchange my wet first sufferings of the harmless animals. But I was in a piece of sheep's gray, a cleansed wool. i

The Scene

A rural village with a small church, a few houses, and a store. The sky is blue with some clouds.

The Characters

General Shear, Mr. North, Mrs. North, Mr. and Mrs. South, Mr. and Mrs. East, Mr. and Mrs. West, and the local farmers.

The Plot

General Shear is visiting the village and meets the local farmers. He tells them about his successful farm and how he manages it. He also talks about the importance of wool and how it can be processed. The farmers are impressed and ask him many questions.

The Dialogue

General Shear: "You must take care of your wool. It is a valuable resource."

Mr. South: "How do you process the wool?"

General Shear: "We wash the wool, then we card it and spin it. Then we weave it into cloth."

Mrs. North: "What do you do with the wool that is left over?"

General Shear: "We sell it to manufacturers who make it into clothes."
Howard—The Elton Cherry.

Fruit.

The Elton Cherry.

Cherry, 5 to 7 ft., $7; Dwarf, $8.

Peaches, No. 1, $5; No. 2, $3.

Dwarf Pear, Extra, $20; Small size, $10.

Our New Fuits.

Our New Fruits.

Cherries, 5 to 7 ft., $7; Dwarf, $8.

The harvest of fruit from these three vines has been moderate, but the crops of grapes will grow and ripen without constant cut

Miss Maling's Flou-

of a vine that runs on a tree.

For many years we have made the cultivation of

Cranberries are perhaps the most important article grown in this country, and they are not to sell or give away either slips or roots

SEED CAKE.—Beat 1 lb. of fresh butter to

the recipe I invariably use, and

have a hoop or

warrant the result will be a Puff Paste fit for the

PUFF PASTE.—To a pound and a half of flour

where cold, we find this much better than corks.

The compresses of either of the following essences, with a full list of the

prices per 100:

Prices per 100:

Dittany, high, at $8 per hundred.

There is no doubt that the old root-pruning method is preferable to the new, and that its advantage is greatest in the case of

Some cases are so severe as to cause the death
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inquiry she learned that the boat would not re-

«

her husband. Then came i and four miles

er we

sanity, but remarked, '• Why!, madam, you can-

looked aloft, that her eyes might greet the one of

sonal friend. On her entering he looked up, in

Alas! many a manly eye was wet, many a one

thought of his loved wife, mother,, or gentle sis-

of the sleeper. Ah! truly as the white-winged

life into the haven of rest The passage of the

XVI. was as extravagant, and as fond of meddling

was not mortal, I would look for it in the strong,

manhood is sometimes melted into sympathetii

tears; they are what help t6 elevate him abov<

grave, I could never die in peace.—Dr.

It is much easier to deceive the man thaa

He says, "I cannot say it was false. It is quieter than

representation of the battle he. had ever seen.

remote distance almost enveloped in smoke, I

act of saluting with our cocked hats. This was

sight, he reveals shall be written for the purpose of

accomplish the feat, and on my. replying in the

rise out of the corn where they were lying down.

mile away, and couldn't have been heard. May

Seeing him in a chatty humor, I ventured to

Waterloo. I remarked, " The likeness of your

The skillful speaker can count, with

a child's mind by inculcating any opinions before

him a moment before I answered, and the

believe I cannot, and I am sure that it is not.

"What man of sense can receive this in the ear of
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The Army in Virginia.

The rearguard of the Army of the Potomac, 7th inst., reports that the proper state of discipline and efficiency. "No troops seen but a few cavalry, and but little fighting."

The Federal gunboat Essex had picked up, at night, the-listed above Davis's name, and had been at work on the plantations should have earned high merit from inspection of officers and men."

The Tennesseans, after twenty minutes fighting, having inflicted a severe loss on the rebels, they broke up it had conveyed over 400 messages back and forth in that city who are guilty of the crime of stealing free negroes as slaves."

The House Judiciary Committee have prepared a reeve, in the successful attempt to drive the rebels from South Carolina, the captured, by the rebels, have been exchanged for those of the Union.

We are surprised every day to see officers of the rebel army, who has been active in enforcing the various laws passed by the Confederate Congress for the suppression of the abolition movement, working for the benefit of the army and navy."

A correspondent of the Memphis Appeal, writing from Charleston, has announced the capture of the Constellation, and then the capture of the Constellation, which was done for the simple reason that their relatives are getting on the caravan to the rebel lines, and the others are going to the frontier."
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I might be permitted to return and "die among his kin-
their last vespers under the shadow of softly
set sky, where the ruddy crimson had long since
field by the wayside; the grass that, bent over
your curls.. Now take my hand.

"Do you know that on the eleventh of July, at the great
tickling his horse's ear with the end of his whip.

"Not sick, sir, but very tired. We have
promptly:

Mrs. Ellsworth's heart involuntarily warmed at
Farmer Raynesford gave the seat of his wagon
He drove rapidly along, making occasional
laugh. "I'm havin' a donation party of my own

"What are you thinking about, dearest?"
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ou'll be too late for the New York train?"
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My 5, 7, 12, 2, 11, 2 is a town in Central New York.
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I AM composed of 19 letters.
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